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Dear Jeremy:

Google located a set of custodial data, which, based on our examination, does not
itself appear to have been processed in its initial or subsequent document productions.
These materials are a portion of the private work space areas with mostly html
formatted materials (these are mostly word processing and spreadsheet type files).
There is approximately 10GB of data that was located.

We believe these materials will not significantly or meaningfully add to the
substantive materials that have already been produced, and we further believe that
any significant completed materials would have been shared with other custodians via
email and the other shared and private work space materials that were produced.
Nevertheless, the volume of these materials may be significant if we simply turned
over everything regardless of its relevance and adding to this is the fact that the
materials have not yet been screened for privilege, work product, or other private
employee related data.

In any event, we have searched the raw materials for the following terms, none of
which returned any hits:

Michael A. Dean; Michael Dean; Mike Dean; Lucinda Stone; Virtual Cities;
Virtua1cities.com; O.N.S. Inc., 6446045; 6,446,045; 045 patent; 6829587;
6,829,587; 587 patent; 954820; 954,820; 193465; 193,465; 20050044009;
20050044009; 2002 0178093; and 20020178093

If you are interested in reviewing these materials, we would like your input on how to
reasonably process them in a way that fairly shares our respective burdens, including
relevance, cost, sensitivity, privilege, and employee privacy concerns.
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Please contact me when you have a some time to discuss how to proceed.


